Assignment 14A:
-Annandale- Tuesday, May 7th

QUADRIVIUM

- Read Chapters 3 and 4 from Yoko Ogawa's The Housekeeper and the Professor.
- Read "Avicenna-ComplexionsHumors" and "Aristotle-Meteorology-1.2" Both are posted online and
I'll distribute handouts as well.
- Plot the planets for the birth of Jesus on the circular modern and the square medieval charts. See below.
- Do a square birthchart of yourself. See instructions below. Make it look nice. Feel free to also do a
modern circular chart using the template posted online on the class site.

Cardano's Horoscope of Christ. [Square format]

Square Chart rotated to Cardano's approximate orientation.

Cardano's full "Horoscope of Christ" – Online at mifami. Password is "open".
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Homework: Plot the planets for the birth of Jesus. Midnight, December 24, 1 BC. 32ºN Latitude.
Choose either the Cardan[o] or the "Actual [modern]" data and plot the following planets into the chart on the
next page. [See above diagram for guidance.] Use the planetary symbols. Then map out the aspects
(conjunction, opposition, trine, quartile, sextile). What I mean by "map out" is to draw the geometrical
shapes onto the chart such that they line up with the significant aspects of the planetary configurations.
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For this chart, plot the planets again, but this time on this square chart.
See Cardano's square chart above for guidance.
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Homework: Birth Chart, a Basic Method
1) Go to Free Birth Chart Calculator: https://horoscopes.astro-seek.com/birth-chart-horoscope-online
This link is also available on the class web site.
2) Enter your birthday, time, and location. If you don't know your birth time, call a family member or make
up a time. [If you don't enter a time, it won't calculate your houses.]
Before you hit "Calculate Chart" hit "Extended settings: House
system, Aspects, Orbs." This will bring up more options. Set the
"House System" to "Equal."
The Equal Sign System is explained here:
https://www.astro.com/astrowiki/en/Equal_house_system.

Under "Display" and "Aspects to" don't check anything.
For now, don't mess around with the rest of the options.
3) Now hit "Calculate Chart." A modern chart will appear with lots
of specific astro-location data on the right.
For our present purposes you only want data from the following:
Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn.
4) Now fold up a square-format chart that looks like the image above. [Fold a square in half 4 times, then
open it up again. Then fold it diagonally 5 times. Open it up and draw the appropriate lines on top of
your folds.] Write in the houses as seen in the image above. This is the basic template for your birth
chart. This is you.... the microsocm. The houses are your areas of life.
5) Now to apply the macrocosm... the astronomical data. Start by looking at the chart
generated by this web site. Locate the Ascendent, labeled "ASC" on the chart and
"AC" in the table to the
right. This marks the
location of the start of the
first house. Write this
location on the line that divides the 1st and 12th
house. Feel free to round to the nearest degree
(remember it's base-60) See illustration above
where I marked Leo 15º.
The Ascendant is the location on the zodiac that
is rising (ascending) on the eastern horizon at
the exact time of your birth. Mine was Leo 15º.
This point callibrates the microcosm (houses)
with the macrocosm (zodiac).
6) Now write in all the other zodiacal
coordinates onto the boundaries of the houses.
The degrees should all be the same, just
different zodiacal signs. Now the boundaries of
your houses are defined by the zodiac. See chart
to left. Mine are on the 15th degree of each sign.
Figure 1: My Birthchart
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7) Now plop in all your data. Start by locating your sun location (this should be your sign) and then add in
the other planets. Put degrees with them. See chart above.
8) Finally determine all of the major aspects, which requires that you determine how many degrees separate
one planet from another. You may want to plot your planets onto a modern diagram with more easily
read angles or you could use the modern chart from the website to help. Either way, determining the
aspects is somewhat annoying when not using chart with 360º labeled all around and is especially
annoying on a square chart. [This information is actually given in one of the tabs on the online chart you produced.]
E.g.1. My Sun is 7º Virgo. My Moon is 30º Aquarius. (My moon is actually 29º 50'.) The difference
between the two is about 183º. This is 7º away from opposition, but it is within the margin of error for
opposition (the "Orb"), which is 10º. Therefore my Sun and Moon are in opposition.
E.g.2. My Jupiter (25º Cancer) and Saturn (28º Pisces) are about 117º apart, just 3º away from 120º.
Therefore Jupiter and Saturn are in trine.

Jot down all the vital data and the aspects in the middle space on your square chart like I did in the example
above.

Aspect
Conjunction
Opposition

Here is a list of the primary aspects:
Exact measurement
Orb (acceptable margin of error)
Symbol
of separation.
This is highly subjective.

☌
☍

Trine
Quartile
Sextile

☐
✶

0º

Separated by less than 10º.

180º

Separated by less than 10º.

120º

Separated by less than 10º.

90º

Separated by less than 10º.

60º

Separated by less than 5º.

Now that you have an accurate birthchart, it's up to you to interpret it.
9) Write up something that seems reasonable in terms of your chart. Typically trines are beneficial and
squares are not. Male:Female, Hot:Cold, Wet:Dry, Good:Bad, etc. See Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos reading
for a few more details. Try to understand how charts were interpreted by pretending to be an astrologer.
Over the run of this course I have handed out a lot of material (especially on the assignment pages) which
suggest astrological interpretations. There's a ton of music in the astrological system. Elemental theory,
humoral theory, etc. Go nuts. Be creative. Come up with something. Find meaning.
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Excerpt from a reading for Trump, …the 8th house is about inheritance and money that come through others (by
death). On the other hand, the second house is about income and how you earn your own money (riches). The
wonderful thing in Trump’s natal chart is that Jupiter, the ancient ruler of the 8th house, is in the 2nd house (riches).
So, he can use other people resources for earning his own cash.
Editor's note: I can't say I really understand this reading, but it made sense to the astrologer who did it.
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Cardano's Christ's Horoscope
This differs from the "Actual" by only a few degrees here and there.
Below are the planets placed on a square chart.
The quartile aspect is clearly visible in this type of chart.

Walker
Survery of zodiacal profile
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More Ogawa

Some unknown chart with the sun in Leo.

DaVinci: 2.15.73 Brooklyn 3:23 am
Kepler 3.21.66 Vaysan night time
Gauss 10.26.80 NYC(Queens) 5:45 am
T 1.21.89 Brooklyn NY 11:24 am
Kush 3.27.73 9:24 pm 40º 45' Aries-sun, scorpio rising, capricorn-moon.
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